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Editors’ Note 
 
This international seminar on Language Maintenance and Shift II is a continuation of the previous 
international seminar with the same theme conducted by the Master Program in Linguistics, Diponegoro 
University in July 2011. We do hope that the seminar with this theme can become a yearly program of the 
Master Program in Linguistics, Diponegoro University, as we see that this topic still needs our serious 
attention due to the inevitable impact of globalization on the life of indigenous languages. 
 
We would like to thank the seminar committee for putting together the seminar that gave rise to this 
collection of papers. Thanks also go to the head and secretary of the Master Program in Linguistics 
Diponegoro University, without whom the seminar would not have been possible. 
 
The table of contents lists all the papers presented at the seminar. The first five papers are those presented 
by invited keynote speakers. They are Prof. Dr. Hanna (Balai Bahasa Provinsi Sulawesi Tenggara, 
Indonesia), Prof. Dr. Bambang Kaswanti Purwo (Atma Jaya Catholic University, Indonesia), Dr. 
Sugiyono (Language Center, Indonesia), Peter Suwarno, Ph.D (Arizona State University), and Herudjati 
Purwoko, Ph.D (Diponegoro University).   
 
In terms of the topic areas, there are 33 papers on language maintenance, 24 papers on language learning, 
19 paper on sociolinguistics, 15 paper on pragmatics, 8 papers on discourse analysis, 8 paper on 
morphology, 2 papers on syntax, 2 papers on translation, 1 papers on psycholinguistics, 1 papers on 
phonology, and 1 papers on semantics.  
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Abstrak 
 
The paper entitled “Inflectional Morphemes in English Compared with Bahasa Indonesia 
and Basa Sunda” is intended to discuss the use of inflectional morphemes to form words in 
English compared with Bahasa Indonesia, and Basa Sunda. The aims of the study is to 
describe the forms/positions and the functions of  English inflectional morphemes and to find 
out the similarities and the differences among the three languages. Inflectional morphemes 
are kinds of morphemes which  do not change lexical meaning or part of speech. In English, 
the  inflectional morphemes are suffixes, which are attached at the end of words. In the other 
two languages, inflectional morphemes can be attached in more various positions. 
It can be concluded that inflectional morphemes are used in English, Bahasa 
Indonesia and Basa Sunda. English only has one inflectional morpheme while the others are 
more varied. There are similarities and differences in using inflectional morphemes in 
English, Bahasa Indonesia and Basa Sunda. All the languages use inflectional morphemes to 
show plurality, to  indicate comparative  or superlative and active/passive verbs. Basa Sunda 
has more various combination of affixes than others.  
 
Keywords:  inflectional morphemes, prefixes, infixes, suffixes. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Morphology is the study of how words are structured and how they are put together from smaller parts. It 
does not simply record and list the usage of words one by one  but tries to uncover the underlying 
principles in creating words (MacManis, at all: 1987). In the process of creating words, so-called 
morphological process, words can be formed by several ways. Some of which are affixation, namely the 
formation of words by adding affixes; compounding which forms words by combining two words into 
one new word with new meaning;  clipping forming words by reducing one pf word’s part (Marchand: 
1069),  and blending which forms word by combining parts of words into one new word with new 
meaning. Of the processes, affixation is the most productive process. The process is very simple, only by 
adding bound morphemes: prefix, infix, suffix, or the combination of affixes. Every language has its own 
morphological process. In the use of inflectional morphemes, English  uses suffixes only to form words. 
On the other hands, other languages attach those morphemes in the beginning or  in the middle of a root, 
or  even in combination of these affixes.  
 In this study, the writer investigated the forms/positions and the functions of inflectional 
morphemes of the three languages: English, Bahasa Indonesia and Basa Sunda. A comparative analysis of 
the similarities and the difference on the using inflectional morphemes is necessary as English is a 
compulsory subject at schools,  Bahasa Indonesia is a national language and Basa Sunda is an indigenous 
language that should be maintained. This will enrich knowledge of language learners. 
  
2. Free and Bound Morphemes 
Morpheme is a morphological unit that can not be subdivided into smaller unit. MacManis states that 
morpheme is the minimal unit which has a meaning or grammatical function. He argued that although 
many people think of words as the basic meaningful elements of a language, many words can be broken 
down into still smaller unit called morphemes. It means that the understanding of word and morpheme is 
ambiguous. The following explanation will show the difference of the two. In English , for example, the 
word drive is a word  - as it is a minimal free form and consist of one morpheme. On the other hand, the 
word drivers is a word but it consists of 3 morphemes – 1 free morphemes drive and 2 bound morphemes: 
suffixes –r and –s. The bound morpheme –r changes the category of the word drive from verb to noun 
and –s is a plural marker. It can be said that the difference of the two lies in the term of bound and free 
morphemes. 
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 Yule (2006) has purposed the kinds of morpheme: free and bound morphemes. A free morpheme 
can stand by itself as a single word (i.e that is what is conventionally called word) for examples: boy, 
swim, and nice. Katamba (  1993) distinguished free morphemes in two types: lexical morphemes  - words 
that have meaning by themselves—boy, food, door—and grammatical morphemes - those words that 
function to specify the relationship between one lexical morpheme and another—like at, in, on, with, to.  
The other kind of morphemes purposed by Yule is bound morpheme. These kinds of morphemes cannot 
normally stand alone. They need to be bound to a free morpheme. In English, for example, the morpheme 
–er  can not stand by itself, but it needs to be attached to a free morpheme: a verb: if it is used to describe 
“someone who performs an action” (e.g. a teacher, an operator or a writer) or an adjective: if it is used to 
compare two things (e.g. whiter, nicer or cleverer). 
 
3. Inflectional and Derivational Morphemes  
Katamba (1994)  stated the difference of the concept of inflection and derivation. They form words in 
different ways.  Firstly,  derivational morphemes are used to  form words  by either by modifying 
significantly the meaning of the base form to which they are attached without changing its grammatical 
category, e.g. kind and unkind. The difference of the two words only lies on the positive and negative 
meaning showed by un- but they are still adjective.  Secondly, they bring about a shift in the grammatical 
class of a base as well as a possible change in meaning. In English, kind (adjective) and kindness (noun) – 
kind + -ness are the example of this kind of concept, in Bahasa Indonesia, the example of it is the word 
makan meaning eat (verb) and makanan (noun) – makan + -an – meaning food (noun), whereas in Basa 
Sunda the example is burahay (noun) meaning  drawing and burahaykeun (imperative verb) – burahay + -
keun meaning draw!. Thirdly, the morphemes may cause a shift in the grammatical sub-class of word 
without moving it into a new word class, for example the words friend and friendship. 
 The above author further explained inflectional morphemes as those which do not change 
referential or cognitive meaning. Beside that, the inflectional morphemes do not alter the word-class of 
the base to which it is attached. They are only able to modify the form of a word so that it can fit into a a 
particular syntactic slot.  In English , there are eight inflectional morphemes in English performing  
grammatical functions(Akande:2003). These morphemes can be divided into three major groups, namely: 
noun inflections –s and –‘s showing plurality and possession, verbal inflection –s, -ing, -ed/-en indicating 
tenses or active/passive voice, and adjective inflections –er, -est showing comparative and superlative 
MacManis (1987) argued that both derivational and inflectional morphemes are bound and called affixes. 
Below are listed four characteristics which separate inflectional and derivational affixes: 
- Inflectional Morphemes 
1. Do not change meaning or part of speech, e.g. big and bigger are both adjective. 
2. Typically indicate syntactic or semantic relation between different words in a sentence, e.g. 
the past tense –ed  in waited 
3. Typically occur with all members of some large class of morphemes, e.g. the plural 
morpheme –s occurs with most nouns. 
4. Typically occur at the margins of words, e.g.  the plural morphemes –s always come last in a 
word, as in baby-sitters or rationalizations. 
- Derivational Morphemes 
1. Change m form nouns, such as judgment from verbs such as meaning or part of speech, e.g. -
ment, such as judgment. 
2. Typically indicate semantic relations within the word, e.g. the morpheme –ful in painful has 
no particular connection with any other morpheme beyond the word painful 
3. Typically occurs with only some members of a class of morphemes, e.g. the suffix –hood 
occurs with just a few nouns such brother, neighbor, and knight, but not with most others, 
e.g. friend, daughter, and candle. 
4. Typically occur before inflectional suffixes, e.g. in chillier, the derivational suffix –y comes 
before the inflectional –er. 
 
 From the theories above,  it can be concluded that the differences of the two kind of morphemes 
are that the derivational morphemes change the category and/or meaning of the word, whereas the 
inflectional morphemes can not be  able to change the meaning and the category of a word. 
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4. The Use of Inflectional Morpheme. 
In forming words, inflectional morphemes are attached in the beginning of word (prefix), in the middle of 
a word (infix), at the end of a word (suffix), or both in the beginning and at the end of a word. In Basa 
Sunda, the morphemes can be attached in various positions/combination i.e. prefix and infix.  As fas as 
the writer knows, there is only one book talking about Sundanese morphology.  Djajasudarma (1987) is 
the most complete book telling those morphemes that the writer has ever known. The following is the 
explanation of the use of the morpheme in the three languages based on their positions.  
 
a. Inflectional Prefixes 
  In this position, the inflectional morphemes are attached at the beginning of the word. As 
explained above, there is no inflectional prefix in English. In Bahasa Indonesia there are two kinds of 
inflectional prefixes. First,  verbal inflections: di- indicating passive meaning (Tarigan: 2009) such as in 
dimakan, dirawat,  and disiram; ter- indicating passive meaning but accidentally happens for example 
termakan, terbawa and termotivasi. The second kind of inflectional prefix in Bahasa Indoneisa is 
adjectival inflection which indicates superlative marker in adjectives such as  termahal, tertua.  In Basa 
Sunda, prefixes ti- such as in tigubrak, tidagor and ka- such as in kabeuli are the examples of verbal 
inflection meaning passive action but accidentally happen, while prefix mi- which is attached in verb 
indicate active voice such as in the word migawe. 
 
b. Inflectional Infixes 
 Inflectional infixes are inserted into the roof itself. There is no infix morpheme in English 
(Katamba: 1994), while in Bahasa Indonesia, the inflection  infix –em is inserted to nouns to show 
plurality, for example in the word jemari – means fingers- coming from the word jari – means finger. On 
the other hand, of the three language, Basa Sunda is the most productive language to form the word by 
inserting affixes. There are three types of inflectional infixes in Basa Sunda; one is verbal inflection  
showing plurality or done by many people, such as –al- in the word lalumpat (in English: many people 
“jump”) , -ar- in the word sarare (in English:  many people “sleep”), and indicating passive voice, such as 
–in- in the word sinerat (in English: written). The other, which is adjective inflection, is used to show 
plurality, such as –al- in balunder (round) and –ar- in sarieun (afraid). This infix is also used in colour to 
show that all things are the same colour for example barodas ( means white - all things/people are white) 
. The last form of infix in Basa Sunda is noun inflection. The infix –ar- is inserted to nouns to show 
plurality such as in the word barudak (children). 
 
c. Inflectional Suffixes 
 As the writer wrote above, the only inflectional morphemes in English are suffixes which are 
attached at the end of words. There are eight types of inflectional morphemes in English (MacManis: 
1987) and they are grouped into three (Akande:2003).  One is noun inflection. The noun inflectional 
suffix  -s is attached to nouns to show plurality (Yule: 1996) such as books and roads. However, there are 
other ways to show plurality in nouns, for example the plural form of man is men and  the plural form of 
child is children. The other function of inflectional suffix in English is to indicate possession, such as –‘s 
in Mary’s book or women ‘s business. Quirk and Greenbaum (1973 in Katamba, 1994) listed the three 
uses of –‘s suffix: the first one is to mark the noun referring to the possessor of something (as in Janet’s 
book), the second one is to mark a noun that describe something ( as in The Winter’s Tale) and the last 
one is to mark a noun used as a measure (as in in two days’ time) 
The other group of inflectional suffixes is verbal inflection. In English, time is an important thing as it can 
show whether an activity often happens (present tense), is happening (present continuous) or happened 
(past tense). That’s why the existence of verb inflection in English must be noticed. There are 4 kinds of 
inflectional suffixes in English verbs (MacManis: 1987): one is –s to show the third person singular 
present or for subject-verbal concord in present simple tense, such as  the girl plays tennis everyday. The 
second one is the indicator of present participle -ing which is used in past/present continuous tense, such 
as the students are/were reading the articles. The third one is –ed to show past tense, such as she waited 
for me yesterday and the last one is –ed/-en to show past participle, such as in passive sentence – rice is 
eaten by people-, in perfect tense – she has washed  the car for three hours, in noun phrase a written 
record.  The last group of inflectional suffixes in English is adjectival inflection. It is used to show 
comparative adjective, such as –er in the words faster and slower, and to show superlative adjective, such 
as –est  in the words quickest and oldest. 
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In Bahasa Indonesia,  there are  verb inflectional suffixes to show imperative verbs, such as –kan in 
Kerjakan tugas ini dengan baik ( in English:  Do the assignment well) , and  suffix –lah in Tersenyumlah 
(in English: please smile). Whereas in Basa Sunda, there are some inflectional suffixes, for example 
suffix –an used in adjective to show comparative, such as pinteran (in English: cleverer) and suffix –keun 
attached to verbs as an indicator of imperative verbs, such as datangkeun. 
 
d. Combination of Inflectional Affixes.  
 The combination of the inflectional affixes, here, means that the two affixes must be used 
together in the same time.  Unlike English, these combinations are used in Bahasa Indonesia and Basa 
Sunda. In Bahasa Indonesia there is a verb inflection ber- -an to show plurality or done by many people, 
such as berjatuhan;  to show something done repeatedly, such as berlompatan; and something done 
reciprocally, such as bergandangen. The prefix ber- and the suffix –an must be used in the same time 
because there is no bergandeng and gandengan in Bahasa Indonesia. While in Basa Sunda,  this affix 
combination of prefix and suffix is used to show comparative adjective, for example pang- -na in the 
word pangbenerna means the most correct. Of the three languages, Basa Sunda has more combination of 
affixes. Beside the prefix and suffix combination, there are other combinations, such as prefix pa-  and 
infix -ar- to show plurality, such as in  barudak patarepung means the children meet and prefix ti- and 
infix –al- to indicate the plural marker of the verb such as in the word  gubrag meaning  fall is  
tigalubrag. 
 
The following tables show the use of inflectional morpheme in each language. 
 
Table 1. The use of inflectional morphemes in English 
 
Functions Prefixes Infixes Suffixes Combination 
of affixes 
 
tenses 
  (verb) 
-ed/-s/-en 
 
Comparative/ 
superlative 
  (adjective) 
-er/-est 
 
possessive   (noun) 
-‘s 
 
plural   (noun) 
-s 
 
 
 
Table 2.The use of inflectional morphemes in Bahasa Indonesia 
 
Functions Prefixes Infixes Suffixes Combination 
of Affixes 
active/passive (verb) 
di-/me-
/ter- 
 -  
plurality  (noun) 
-em- 
 (verb) 
ber-    -an 
done 
repeatedly 
   (verb) 
ber-    -an 
comparative (adjective) 
ter- 
   
Verb 
imparative 
  (verb) 
-lah 
-kan 
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Table 3. The use of inflectional morpheme in Basa Sunda 
 
Functions Prefixes Infixes Suffixes Combination 
of Affixes 
plurality  
 
(verb) 
-al-/-ar- 
(adjective) 
-ar- 
(noun) 
-ar- 
 prefix + infix 
(verb) 
pa-   -ar- 
pa-   -al- 
Comparativ
e superlative 
  (adjective) 
-an 
(adjective)  
pang-    -na 
accidentally 
happen/ 
passive 
voice 
(verb) 
ti- 
   
 
 
Conclusion 
Inflectional morphemes are used in English,  Bahasa Indonesia and Basa Sunda. 
- English only has one inflectional morpheme while the others are more varied. 
- There are similarities and  differences in using inflectional morphemes: all the languages use 
inflectional morphemes to show plurality,  comparative or superlative adjectives and 
passive/active verbs.  Basa Sunda has more various combinations of affixes than Bahasa 
Indonesia.  
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